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Abstract—Cybercrime forum datasets are large and complex. Prior research uses aggregated time series data to create a picture of the whole dataset, or focuses on a smaller sample of cross sectional data, often for a specific subcommunity or crime time. This paper uses the longitudinal time series aspect of cybercrime forums to measure and observe the evolution of forums at a macro scale. Applying the digital drift theoretical framework, borrowed from criminology, we find a large amount of churn on the forum, with only a small proportion of users continuing long-term engagement. Measurements show a continual shift in forum activity, with year-based cohorts moving from starting in hacking discussions, towards starting in general discussions, and later towards e-whoring boards. The group of members who are active on the forum for over 12 months, typically have their last post in the marketplace, while other members, who are active for shorter periods of time, have their last post in hacking-related boards. Overall, we see an increasing trend towards financially-driven cybercrime, at both the user and forum level. Users post more in financially-related boards over time, and forum activity has trended away from gaming/social activity, trending towards more activity in market-related boards.

1. Introduction

Cybercrime forums have been studied in detail, from economic analysis of marketplaces [11], [3], [4], [13]–[15], [23], [28], [31], [39]–[41], to identifying individual key actors [6], [32], [37], to exploring certain types of activities in detail [5], [10], [19], [33], such as e-whoring [19], [33] (fraud where intimate images are used for financial gain). While much of this work has focused on specific aspects, such as analysing cross sectional data at one point in time, we take a macro view of the forum over time, to explore how these forums have evolved. While these forums have a large number of users, only a small fraction of these members continue to remain active, while other members “churn” or “drift”. In addition, there is an increasing shift towards marketplace related discussions after joining the forums.

Cybercrime forums are not static. They evolve over time: growing from a small set of users to a large ecosystem of many subcommunities, and sometimes reducing back down in size. Datasets constantly evolve, and need to be kept up to date to follow and track changes. Changes on the forums can be observed at three different levels:

Micro: At the micro layer, this involves observing the changing interests and aims of users over time [6], [7], [32], [37], which can be grouped into pathways on the forum. This can include types of interactions made: moving from social posts to tutorial posts, moving from only posting in existing threads to creating their own, sharing tutorials, participating in wider general social activity, and engaging in marketplace activity. While users may post to the same board about the same topic, there could be change of intention e.g. development of a tool, followed by selling the tool.

Meso: At the meso layer, subcommunities of members discuss topics relevant to their interests, such as to discuss a particular crime type [5], [10], [19], [33], [33]. These subcommunities change over time, growing and shrinking at differing rates. They may use jargon unique to their subcommunity, and contain both members focused solely on a particular type of activity and members spread across different areas of the forums. The definition of these subcommunities depends on what the research task is.

Macro: At the macro level are the large scale forum trends over time [1], [13], [15], [28], [39], including across forums, such as measuring the rising and falling of keywords and boards, across all members. Also, tools such as a dictionary/tool for detecting jargon in the forum (collecting spelling variations and matching to general categories) can be used to track changes. Other large scale trends include the churn of users on the forum: those that join and leave in the same year may have different intentions to those that stay for multiple years.

Most macro research of forums uses the data as a “static” dataset to collect aggregate statistics over the entire forum. While aggregate statistics are useful for measurements, users are not stable data points. Topics of interest and activity levels vary over time, and longitudinal analysis is needed to understand how this engagement fluctuates, which is the main contribution of this paper.

The work uses data from CrimeBB, a dataset available for researcher use from the Cambridge Cybercrime Centre, consisting of over 20 forums and 100 million posts spanning over 20 years. Focusing on HackForums, the largest and longest-running English-language forum, we measure board activity, churn of users on the forum who drift off the platform, and shifting interests over time for users with different levels of activity. This paper explores how different cohorts have varied in scale over time, and changes in different topic interests. We show how users churn on the forum, with year-based cohorts.
2. Background

Size and topic of a forum can affect the social network boards (high-level categories of topics) available [32]. The size, or be more general, with a wide range of different language forums exist [2], [17]. Forums can also specialise on certain topics, e.g. carding (credit card fraud) [26], [38], or be more general, with a wide range of different boards (high-level categories of topics) available [32]. The size and topic of a forum can affect the social network structure the forum [36]. Also, some forums have a reputation system, which can be used as a proxy to trust other members within the forum [13], [32].

2.1. Social Network Analysis & Churn

This work combines perspectives across many fields, including theory from criminology. The social aspects of cybercriminals has been studied across criminological literature and quantitative social science [11], [24], [27], [30], including the application of social network analysis approaches [12], [29], [35], ranging from studying small real-world criminal groups to larger online communities. This has included using ground truth data following arrests, to build up real-world social networks of key hackers and model how a network could be destabilised [12], and the use of time-series data in longitudinal network analysis for exploring online ecosystems of hacking defacement groups [35].

One approach for observing the evolution of forums is to measure how the social network structure has changed over time. Public data from cybercrime forums typically does not include direct user to user interactions, such as a ‘friend’ mechanism. Instead, the social graph has to be approximated, with some limitations. For example, a user to user connection could exist by users replying in the same thread, or a user to topic or user to board graph could be built to show interests of the forum. Prior work has used the thread-reply approach to approximate the social graph [36], which found some highly connected members who form hubs, posting general discussions and tutorials on broader topics, and most members have a lower number of connections. This approximation is limiting for measurements, as is can cause a bias in results towards those who create threads. Using this approach, the thread creator acts as the ‘hub’ within the social network, inflating their importance within the network without regard to the quality of the thread.

This work explores the churn of users. Churn can be defined as users leaving the forum and not returning. Churn in general social networks is commonly used for prediction tasks that use feature-based approaches [20]. The aim of this task is to identify which users will churn, and to calculate the churn rate (number of members leaving in a period divided by active members). For example, if “popular” members churn, then other members may be likely to churn. Churn analysis has commonly been used in industry to identify “high-value” users who may leave, so companies can target retention efforts. However, in industry, such as with telecoms, users enter a service contract with a switching cost. Forums contain a much lower switching cost, and members are weakly-tied. Within forums, if the number of users becomes too small, and network effects diminish, this can cause a decrease in marketplace activity and forum posts. There are differing incentives at play here. Forum administrators will want to retain users so their community continues to flourish, while still actively moderating their platform, removing members who break platform rules. Counter to forum administrators wanting to avoid the death of a forum, interventions by law enforcement aim to disrupt cybercrime economies, with the removal of key actors...
likely to have a disproportionately large effect on the network.

There is not one single type of churn [21]. Churn can be typical (members stop posting), holiday (members stop posting for a period of time but later return), bursty behaviour (members post infrequently, leading to misidentification of churn), and inconsistent behaviour. Churn has been used to explore the relation between a user’s value in a community and the probability of a user churning [22]. This used a user-to-user thread reply graph for features, with edges weighted by the number of replies, and forum specific metrics for users. Metrics include the average length of posts started by a user, average length of thread the user participates in, popularity of posts, initialisation of posts, and polarity.

Less work has focused specifically on churn within cybercrime forums. One study used private message interactions from three carding forums [15]. They compare the change in topology (structure) of the network between members banned on the forum to the regular churn of users on the forum. While two of the forums did not have significant results due to a low number of bans, one forum found the change in small world structure between the two types was similar, finding that bans did not affect the overall topology. The authors also use the Louvain method to cluster communities in the forums, with latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic models to discover topics, to identify specialities. They find most communities sub-specialise in specific crimes, with smaller two-tiered communities of 100-230 members, and larger multi-tiered communities. While the study is useful, it is not clear if this generalises to larger general-purpose hacking and cybercrime forums.

2.2. Digital Drift

Similar concepts to social network churn exist in criminology, with the ‘drift’ [25] and ‘digital drift’ [16], [18] frameworks, which explain how drift into and out of criminal pathways can often be ‘accidental’ or ‘unpredictable’ [18]. In drift theory, Matza points out offenders drift in and out of crime, enabled by a loosening of social control [25]. According to drift theory [16], [18], an application of drift theory, forums and platforms provide a mechanism for engaging and disengaging from discussions about hacking and crime. In this study, we focus more on measuring the drift aspects of the framework, rather than the social control elements of the theory. The combination of uniting digital drift theory with the practical aspects of social network measurements provides a unique perspective in the field. We use measurements from standard longitudinal approaches and topic modelling, instead of using social network graph approaches, as we do not have ground truth data of social interactions, and approximating these can lead to inaccurate results.

3. Methods

3.1. Data

This work uses data from CrimeBB [34], available from the Cambridge Cybercrime Centre for academic research use under a data sharing agreement. This has data for over 20 years on underground hacking forums, with differing language, size, and topics. The majority of this paper focuses on the HackForums subset of CrimeBB forum which is the largest forum in the dataset. This dataset is selected as the timescale of data available allows for longitudinal analysis of the evolution of the forum, and the scale provides a more representative view of the open cybercrime platform ecosystem. However, we note that findings in this paper may not reflect activity patterns found on smaller closed and more profit-oriented cybercrime discussion platforms. This contains over 680,000 users, 42,000,000 posts, 4,000,000 threads, from 2007 to 2020. This subset also includes reputation scores: positive or negative votes can be sent between users to build a feedback system, as a proxy for trust. While the forum is quite large in size, the majority of members are inactive lurkers, drifting off posting activity. As the dataset only contains posts, not views, we are unable to tell if these members have completely stopped engaging with the forum. There is a small concentration of highly active users, and a subset of these may be considered ‘key actors’ in the cybercrime literature: members of the forum that could be of interest to law enforcement.

As the dataset comes from an automated scraper, there is likely to be occasional data quality issues, and as the data is unprocessed, data cleaning needs to be carried out. For topic modelling work, we pre-tokenise the dataset using nltk’s [8] TweetTokenizer, and store this tokenised form in the database for quick retrieval. Thread creation dates are not available, but this can be approximated from the first post creation date in the thread. First posts can be obtained by sorting by post id: to overcome an issue where the dataset had incorrectly parsed AM and PM timestamps, and therefore sorting by date for a thread that has a conversation over midnight can cause the ordering to be incorrect. In some cases, where a member has permanently deleted their account, the database will use the value ‘-1’ as a placeholder user ID. Depending on the measurement, this may need to be removed to avoid results containing a very active ‘-1’ user. With all measurements, it’s important to lookout for anomalies in results which could be caused by data quality issues or limitations.

3.2. Categories of Users By Level of Activity

Different forums have varying numbers of users. However, as these are types of social networks, they tend to have a ‘long tail’ of activity: few users post the majority of the content. Figure 1 breaks this down into categories of activity levels, and Table 1 lists the number of members per category. The -1 category is for posts which the user has since deleted their account, with the placeholder ID ‘-1’. The second category (Cat 0) is of users that have less than 12 months of activity on the forum. Those with 12 or more months of activity are broken down into thirds of posting volume. The categorisation is useful to visualise the level of activity of forum members, and to begin to sample from the forum. Sampling is essential, as it is not trivial to get meaningful findings from the forum as a whole due to the size of these.
3.3. Analytical Approach

In this work, we use the categories of activity levels to explore effects of drifting and churn on the forum, how the interests of users have changed over time, and their first and last posts. We use latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic models to observe the trends of moving between first and last topics on the forum. We use coherence scores to select the number of topics with the greatest similarity for documents (posts) per topic. We combine topics for measurement where they have a strong overlap (e.g. “general” topics).

We measure drift and churn by looking at activity levels declining over time per type of board as defined by Pastrana et al. [32], namely common, hack, tech, coding, games, market, money, web, and graphics. We also analyse year-on-year cohorts, to identify proportions of users that remain active on the forum beyond the year they join in.

We measure the interests of years using topics and boards. As the forum userbase grows, the forum takes on a wider range of interests and the topics included start to change over time. We also measure the proportions of users replying to a new thread (typically contributing something new or asking a question) against those replying to an existing thread.

3.4. Ethics

Ethics approval was granted from the department’s ethics committee for this research. We used data collected from a publicly available forum, and could not gain informed consent from all members as this would be considered to be spamming. As we only analyse posts as a collective whole (i.e. aggregated into time periods or large groups), rather than identifying individual users, under the British Society of Criminology’s Statement of Ethics [9], this falls outside of the requirement of informed consent. We also avoid publishing details that could identify individuals, including usernames and original post contents.

3.5. Limitations

Our methods and dataset are subject to limitations. Members who have deleted their accounts prior to data collection will not have their data available. A placeholder value (-1) is used instead, and it is not possible to match posts together. Therefore, we are unable to measure start and end posts for this group. We exclude this group from our analysis, but note results may be limited due to this.

The dataset only contains data for actively posting users. It does not include users that register with the forum and read about topics, consuming material but never actually posting publicly. This can result in bias.

The dataset has post data for each forum profile, and we note that forums users may use more than one profile. Stylometric methods could be used to group these profiles together, however our analysis assumes each profile is a unique user and we leave this further analysis to future work.

Members who post a single time on the forum and leave their accounts idle will be grouped into Category 0. We focus our later analysis on members with regular posting activity to explore changes over time, and note that our analysis does not explore deeply this group of single post accounts.

Forum data contains a partial structure. Board categories, boards, and threads provide ‘ground-truth’ structure to measure, but post content does not. Topic models can provide an approximation of discussions, but we note this is not a perfect representation of content. We choose parameters using coherence scores and manually validate detected topics, but the number of topics chosen is selected by the user (i.e. there is not a “perfect” number of topics). A greater number of topics can be chosen to create a granular model, however this can be harder to visualise.

Measurements show a shift towards marketplace activity from general chatter and hacking discussions. It is important to note that these are found in aggregated data: while there is an overall shift, members individually move into marketplace discussions at different rates and will each be interested in different topics. Overall trends are representative of groups, not individual users.

4. Results

We split our measurements into three themes. First, activity over the entire timespan of the forum to explore churn on the forum. Second, exploring how users get started on the forum, including which boards members post to first and continue to engage in for up to 6 months. Third, we explore declining activity levels for the users who had shown the most commitment to the forum (more than 12 months of activity).
4.1. Activity From Joining to Leaving

It is readily apparent that there is a large amount of drifting and churn occurring on the forum. When users engage with posts on boards for the first time, some users may continue to sustain an interest in these boards, while a significant proportion ‘drift’ away. Along with drifting, the forum also experiences churn. Instead of users changing their interests and moving away from boards, ‘churn’ looks at how long year-based cohorts remain on the forum. Across all activity categories, Figure 2 shows that only smaller groups of each year cohort continue to interact with posts and threads on the forum over time. We see forum activity peaks in 2012, with a gradual decline thereafter.

We further explore the first and last posts of forum members, starting with the type of first post made, and measuring the change in topics from first to last post. Measuring whether a first post was a new thread or a reply in an existing thread is useful to show the difference between new users who first post to existing threads, contributing to existing discourse, compared to users opening new threads to request or share information and tools. We observed that the number of new threads remains steady over time, but the number of replies increases sharply with an influx of new users between 2010 and 2013. A majority of users reply to existing threads for their first post on the forum.

Over the entire duration of activity on the forum, users may change topics they are interested in. We train two latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic models over first and last posts on the forum, using coherence scores to select the number of topics that each have the highest similarity within. We then validate the topics, to check they represent real concepts.

Using these two models, we plot a Sankey diagram of first post topic to last post topic, shown in Figure 4. This shows ‘general’ and ‘requests’ are the most popular topics to post about. Other joining topics include discussions of online accounts, remote access trojans, and packs. Leaving topics include general help, general discussions of accounts, money, and marketplace. General discussions may include user introductions, with topic words including ‘I’m new’, the other topics provide clues into some of the reasons why users chose to join the forum.

Figure 2: Churn of users on the forum

Note that a small cohort of users who joined each year continue to be active in all subsequent years, including those who joined in 2007. This is more visible in Figure 3, which visualises the proportion of active users in each year after joining the forum. We can see the year 2009 has the highest retention of users, which decreases year on year.

Figure 3: Active Users Over Time Per Joining Year

![Figure 3: Active Users Over Time Per Joining Year](image)

4.2. Starting Off

In this subsection, we explore the start of topic and activity pathways that exist on the forum. By breaking the first posts down by board per year, we can observe where these posts concentrate over time. Figure 5 shows the first post as a proportion of max in a year (max is 1.0, other boards are a proportion of this). This shows the top 10 boards, rather than all. Using the year-by-year proportional heatmap, we observe that new members started posting in Beginner Hacking up to 2012. When the new user counts were at a peak, new members made their
first post in Hacking Tools and Programs. Then, following a decline in the number of new users, The Lounge and Introductions were used to make their first post. More recently, since 2019 e-whoring, in which users use ‘packs’ of explicit images to take money from victims, has been a popular board for users making their first post.

4.3. Declining Activity

While Figure 7 shows how users’ first posts change over time, we can also observe how the cohorts evolve, with changes in the boards posted to by members joining in various years. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show members posting to beginner hacking for the first time in 2010 and 2015 and 2019 respectively, with a column for each month after the joining month. We select 2010 as this is when forum has become established, 2015 follows peak activity on the forum, and 2019 is the last full year of data collected. We can see that the interests of year cohorts changes over time. Colour coding is used to indicate the type of board: ‘Financial’ for financial-related discussions including market and money making activity, ‘Gaming/Social’ for both gaming and general social chat, and ‘Knowledge’ for exchange of ideas and tools.

The 2010 cohort (Figure 6) has most users engaged in knowledge boards around hacking techniques, with a smaller proportion interested in general chat. Over time, we observe a shift to the majority of members involved in general chatter and marketplace related boards. The 2015 cohort (Figure 7) is immediately more interested in general chatter, and there also are discussions of gaming. Again, there is a shift towards marketplace related discussions beyond the first month.

The 2019 cohort (Figure 8) is primarily interested in financial related boards, specifically ‘e-whoring’, and general chatter. Overall, we see a marked reduction in knowledge exchange boards, and an increase in interest in money making and market-related boards. This includes both at the cohort level (within each figure) and across the forum as a whole. Gaming and social related boards remain important to users throughout, indicating that there is a consistent level of community building and social interaction that is important over time.

The digital drift theoretical framework hypothesises that members move away from activities, often unpredictably. We use this framework to explore how activity declines over time for different activity categories, comparing the types of boards posted to by those with low, medium, and high post counts. Figure 9 shows drifting occurring on various categories within activity categories.

The first subplot highlights the difference between activity categories. We can see that the most active users show less variability in the types of boards they post in, while those that post less often are more likely to post in the market and hack categories.

The following subplots highlights the declining activity of members over multiple months within each group. The market category contains the highest level of activity over time, and hacking boards contain a sharper decline over time compared to these.

While these subplots highlight differences between activity category groups, they assume that all members start on the same month. We next take an alternative approach, shown in Figure 10. This shows the board in which users posted their last post, by year, aggregated into a small set of categories. This aggregation adapts Pastrana et al. [32] who categorised boards into the following categories: Coding, Common, Games, Graphics, Hack, Market, Money, Tech, and Web. We add boards established since this earlier work to the existing categorisation. For activity category 0 across all years ‘hack’ is the most popular board type, with a gradual rise in popularity of
'market' boards in recent years. For activity categories 'common', 'hack' and 'tech' were popular leaving 'market' boards in recent years. For activity categories in the hack or market category. In selecting users that provide general chatter, followed by an emergence of interest in a movement out of hacking-related posts, towards more general boards. These findings support the digital drift theory, showing significantly higher during earlier years of the forum.

In measuring the interests of members joining the forum, we first observe movements of those posting in beginner hacking moving to more general and market oriented parts of the forum. Breaking this down further by first post per joining year, we identify a shift from beginner hacking to general boards to the e-whoring board. However, the raw number of members joining is typically less than half of users remaining. This significant level of churn supports drift theory, with groups of users leaving the forum and a smaller group of more persistent users remaining on the forum over time. Observing the churn year-on-year, we note a large number of users join the forum and leave within a single year, with typically less than half of users remaining. This significant level of churn supports drift theory, with groups of users leaving the forum and a smaller group of more persistent users who remain on the forum for longer.

In measuring the interests of members joining the forum, we first observe movements of those posting in beginner hacking moving to more general and market oriented parts of the forum. Breaking this down further by first post per joining year, we identify a shift from beginner hacking to general boards to the e-whoring board. However, the raw number of members joining is significantly higher during earlier years of the forum. These findings support the digital drift theory, showing movement out of hacking-related posts, towards more general chatter, followed by an emergence of interest in a specific activity type.

Grouping boards into categories shows first posts are typically in the hack category, and last posts are either in the hack or market category. In selecting users that are active for more than a year, a last post in the market category is more likely to occur.

Future work should explore trends in other similar forums. This work was limited to a single forum dataset, which may not be fully representative of the full cybercrime platform ecosystem. However, this forum was selected as it one of the largest cybercrime forums.

Future work should further use topic models to explore how the forum has changed over time, both overall and per year cohorts. Training topic models for large number of documents (posts) for different parameters (number of topics) is computationally expensive. However, it would be useful to explore the set of posts made by members when joining and leaving, and additionally sampling at a suitable frequency in between. This can help to build a set of pathways for groups moving through the forum. These pathways could be used to measure if groups are joining the forum for specific intentions (e.g. hacking), for looking at current popular discussion topics (e.g. e-whoring), and if groups joining for specific intentions drift into the group interested in popular discussion topics.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we use the digital drift theoretical framework to present an analysis of the evolution of forums over time. This includes a categorisation of members into groups, to filter out active users from inactive users. We measure churn on the forum, finding only a small proportion of users continue engagement over multiple years. Over time, first posts have shifted from hacking boards, to general boards, then to marketplace boards over different years. Within each year, there is a clear shift towards more members becoming active in marketplace related activity. We measure the topics of members leaving the forum, finding those with a lower level of activity have their final post on hacking-related boards, whereas members with over 12 months of activity typically place their last post within the marketplace. Our findings overall show a shift towards financial related activity, but a reduction in forum activity as a whole, supporting the digital drift theory.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Topic Model: First Post

Table 2 shows the results of the LDA topic model for first posts.

A.2. Topic Model: Last Post

Table 3 shows the results of the LDA topic model for last posts.
### TABLE 2: Topic model result for first posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Top 5 Topic Words (with Weights)</th>
<th>Topic Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.045**“website”** + 0.027**“page”** + 0.025**“site”** + 0.024**“script”** + 0.017**“id”**</td>
<td>Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.073**“thanks”** + 0.065**“please”** + 0.055**“pm”** + 0.055**“would”** + 0.044**“interested”**</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.028**“file”** + 0.017**“app”** + 0.013**“files”** + 0.011**“key”** + 0.010**“use”**</td>
<td>Files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.031**“phone”** + 0.025**“android”** + 0.025**“hi”** + 0.021**“video”** + 0.019**“youtube”**</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.023**“discord”** + 0.020**“account”** + 0.018**“buy”** + 0.017**“contact”** + 0.016**“accounts”**</td>
<td>Account (Online)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.057**“good”** + 0.042**“pack”** + 0.026**“work”** + 0.025**“nice”** + 0.021**“python”**</td>
<td>Pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.056**“windows”** + 0.043**“system”** + 0.033**“software”** + 0.029**“program”** + 0.016**“apps”</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.091**“code”** + 0.013**“number”** + 0.011**“return”** + 0.011**“string”** + 0.010**“bin”</td>
<td>Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.015**“i”** + 0.012**“new”** + 0.012**“like”** + 0.011**“know”** + 0.010**“get”</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.060**“help”** + 0.058**“need”** + 0.049**“please”** + 0.040**“account”** + 0.038**“link”**</td>
<td>Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.022**“server”** + 0.020**“rat”** + 0.019**“ip”** + 0.019**“use”** + 0.014**“help”</td>
<td>RAF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3: Topic model result for last posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Top 5 Topic Words (with Weights)</th>
<th>Topic Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.031**“learn”** + 0.027**“looking”** + 0.022**“hello”** + 0.020**“add”** + 0.020**“hacking”</td>
<td>Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.062**“code”** + 0.015**“id”** + 0.013**“text”** + 0.012**“source”** + 0.012**“pi”</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.021**“help”** + 0.017**“need”** + 0.015**“know”** + 0.013**“get”** + 0.010**“someone”</td>
<td>Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.124**“discord”** + 0.058**“service”** + 0.050**“telegram”** + 0.037**“software”** + 0.035**“windows”</td>
<td>Account (Online)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.018**“good”** + 0.016**“like”** + 0.012**“time”** + 0.011**“people”** + 0.010**“one”</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.050**“account”** + 0.027**“accounts”** + 0.025**“phone”** + 0.023**“need”** + 0.021**“hack”</td>
<td>Account (General)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.082**“please”** + 0.071**“thanks”** + 0.064**“pm”** + 0.055**“send”** + 0.037**“would”</td>
<td>Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.036**“bro”** + 0.030**“contract”** + 0.029**“selling”** + 0.020**“bot”** + 0.017**“bitcoin”</td>
<td>Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.043**“file”** + 0.018**“open”** + 0.018**“version”** + 0.017**“download”** + 0.010**“pc”</td>
<td>Files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.030**“free”** + 0.021**“money”** + 0.017**“game”** + 0.013**“payment”** + 0.011**“video”</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>